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The transport of radiation from the source to the location of people

or equipment gives rise to some of the most challenging of calculations.

A problem may involve as many as a billion unknowns, each evaluated

several times to resolve interdependence. Such calculations run many

hours on a Cray computer, and a typical study involves many such calcula-

tions. This paper will discuss the steps taken to vecrorize the DOT

code(l), which solves transport problems in two space dimensions (2-D);

the extension of this code to 3-D; and the plans for extension to parallel

processors.

The first step in the procedure was to achieve satisfactory operation

on a Cray 1 vector computer, with only superficial attention to vectoriza-

tion. This consisted largely of calling new library routines for I/O,

timing, and the like. The initial implementation showed a CPU speed

advantage of 2.2 over the IBM 370/3033 that was the previous home for the

code. This ratio resulted in roughly equal costs on the two machines.

The second step consisted of a thorough performance analysis. Inter-

nal routines provided timing for various sections of the code during each

run. The LLNL TALLY program was used for analysis of some runs on a

loop-by-loop basis. These procedures isolated 4 local areas using most of

the CPU time. Each of these areas required different vectorization tech-

niques, as described below.

The SNPLX routine uses the spherical-harmonics representation of the

flux to construct discrete-ray directional sources. It had a triple-

nested loop with an innermost dimension of, typically, 2 to 9. Reordering

the loop produced an innermost dimension of, typically, 50 to 200. Then,

the loop was "unrolled", evaluating 3 products per trip. The same new

coding was used on both IBM and Cray computers, bringing improvement fac-

tors of 1.39 and 7.65, respectively.



The SORX routine improved the source calculated by SNPLX, using a

number of small loops with imbedded tests and scalar reduction variables.

The routine actually ran faster on the IBM than on the Cray. Initial vec-

torization using vector merge functions produced no improvement. A test

code was used to rearrange the procedures such as to speed Cray execution

by a factor of 1.9. The new coding was not efficient on IBM, and the

appropriate procedures are selected before compilation by a language pro-

cessing code.

The WWESOL routine performs the solution of a diffusion-like matrix

equation on a 2-D space mesh. It uses an alternating-direction combina-

tion of overrelaxation between columns of the space mesh and Gaussian

elimination down the columns, or vise versa. The existing process was

inherently recursive, but using odd-even ordering of the column solution

eliminated coupling between adjacent columns. Consequently, the recursions

for each half of the columns could be performed in parallel by vector

loops. A small scalar loop was required to generate coefficients, but

those were reused for several iterations. The new routine performed 2.9

times faster on the Cray, and was so efficient on the IBM that the previ-

ous assembler-language version was discarded.

The largest user of time was the ROW section that performs the

weighted-difference Sn flux sweep along a row of the space mesh for all

directions. Much of the information needed for the sweep couid be precal-

culated into vector temporaries. Two loops involving imbedded tests were

converted to use vector temporaries and vector merges, while one routine

originally performed both "zero-weighted" and "theta-weighted" calcula-

tions, these functions were split into special new routines, ROWV and

ROWC. The innermost 13 statements of ROWV were hand-coded in Cray Assembly

Language (CAL), bringing the routine to 2.9 times its original Cray per-

formance on a medium-sized problem. The innermost section of ROWC was

also hand-coded, allowing it to construct the weighting coefficients in

parallel, and bringing its performance to within 10% of the ROWV speed.

The vector routines were not efficient on the scalar IBM, and so both

scalar and vector versions remain in the code, selected at execution time.

The code resulting from this study, renamed DORT, performs on the Cray at

about 5 times the IBM speed, making it much more economical.



Many of the techniques learned in DORT were applied directly to its

3-D companion, TORT(2), making 3-D problems as large as 140 000 mesh

cells, 140 directions, and 69 energy groups practical. Much of the appli-

cations work for TORT is in XYZ geometry, where adjacent directions are

not directly coupled, and a new approach to vector and parallel construc-

tion is possible. Future work in this area is to implement TORT on both

the vector-parallel Cray 2 and a smaller, scalar-parallel Sequent machine.

In summary, repeated analysis, recoding, and reanalysis vas required

to vectorize the DOT procedures. Each major section of the code required

a different technique. In some cases, the new procedures improved perfor-

mance on a scalar IBM machine, while parallel coding was required in oth-

ers. It is not clear what coding techniques and computer architectures

will offer the best performance in the future. Only competition and

experimentation will reveal that.
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